Influence of aortic dimensions on the hemodynamic performance of small aortic valve prostheses: impact on patient/prosthesis mismatch.
Since Doppler echocardiography takes no account of pressure recovery, the true hemodynamic burden of aortic valve prostheses remains vague. The purpose of this study was to elucidate the methodological error of Doppler gradient estimation by means of a model demonstrating the different influence of aortic root diameters on net and Doppler gradients, respectively. This matters especially in small valves and the related patient/prosthesis mismatch calculation. Two bileaflet small aortic valve prostheses (19 mm SJM Regent® and On-X® valve) were tested using a pulsatile circulatory mock loop simulator with two different aortic models: one with statistically normal diameters according to annular size, another one simulating an aortic aneurysm of 50 mm. Doppler and simultaneously recorded net gradients as well as systolic energy losses were obtained for different hemodynamic conditions. In all measurements a significant amount of pressure recovery was observed. In cases of aortic aneurysm systolic energy loss increased significantly for each cardiac output at each heart rate ( P < 0.0028), reflected by a significant ( P < 0.0001) increase in net gradients. The corresponding Doppler gradients were unchanged. This indicates significantly less pressure recovery ( P < 0.0001) in the aneurysmatic aorta. Geometry of the ascending aorta considerably alters aortic valve hemodynamic parameters. The hemodynamic function of small aortic valve prostheses, especially with corresponding normal outflow dimensions, is much better than expected from Doppler gradients. Thus, calculation of a patient/prosthesis mismatch can be misleading.